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The NameCleaner Pro software is designed to clean up payee names in OFX, QFX, and QBO files. The software has a user-friendly interface
with an eye on efficiency. The software is light on system resources, cleaning files quickly. Some features include: - Convert bank credit line
files to simple credit card files, - Convert names to the proper case, swap the payee and memo fields if your bank got it backwards by accident,
- Remove numeric words, words that are actually dates, repeated words, common formatting characters or all numeric characters, as well as
eliminate anything else from names by writing it down, - Configure settings prior to the cleanup job, - Convert font color and font size from
black to other colors, - Fix bank credit line files in OFX, - Fix bank credit line files in QFX, - Fix bank credit line files in QBO, - Generate
PDF files with paid data, - Generate XML files with paid data, - Download completed names from Internet, - Download file names and checks
from Internet, - Export names to Excel, - Export check numbers to Excel, - Find and replace and save file, - Modify file properties, - Merge
separate files in a single one, - Print separated lists of payments, - Scan and convert Excel files to OFX, - Scan and convert Excel files to QFX, -
Scan and convert Microsoft Works files to OFX, - Scan and convert Microsoft Works files to QFX, - Scan and convert Quicken files to OFX, -
Scan and convert Quicken files to QFX, - Scan and convert QFX files to QBO, - Scan and convert QFX files to QBO, - Scan and convert QBW
files to OFX, - Scan and convert QBW files to QFX, - Scan and convert QFX files to QBW, - Scan and convert QBW files to QBO, - Scan and
convert QFX files to QBW, - Scan and convert QBW files to QBW, - Scan and convert QFX files to QFX, - Scan and convert QFX files to
QBW, - Scan and convert QBW files to QBW, - Scan and convert QFX files to QBW, - Scan and convert QFX files to QBW, - Scan and
convert QBW files to Q

OFX Cleaner [32|64bit]

* Builds database of MAC addresses * Manages virtual MAC addresses * MAC Scanner for checking for MAC address duplicates * Wireless
MAC scanner for checking for wireless MAC address duplicates * Allows to manually check for MAC address duplicates * Allows to check
whether MAC address matches with virtual MAC addresses Update: Mac Version!!! (64bit) - v2.0 - 2017.04.06 - Full offline support (no
internet required) - Scan and fix duplicate MAC Addresses - Scan and fix duplicate Virtual MAC Addresses - Scan and fix duplicate WiFi
MAC Addresses - Scan and fix duplicate Mobile MAC Addresses - Scan and fix duplicate Bluetooth MAC Addresses - Scan and fix duplicate
Remote MAC Addresses - Scan and fix duplicate VPN MAC Addresses - Scan and fix duplicate Local MAC Addresses - Scan and fix
duplicate Profiles - Scan and fix duplicate AP Names - Scan and fix duplicate VPN Names - Scan and fix duplicate HSPAP Names - Scan and
fix duplicate P2P Names - Scan and fix duplicate L2TP Names - Scan and fix duplicate PSK Names - Scan and fix duplicate IPTV Names -
Scan and fix duplicate IPv6 Names - Scan and fix duplicate SNMP Names - Scan and fix duplicate PPP Names - Scan and fix duplicate USB
Names - Scan and fix duplicate SCPN Names - Scan and fix duplicate LLMNR Names - Scan and fix duplicate CDP Names - Scan and fix
duplicate HTC Names - Scan and fix duplicate SRP Names - Scan and fix duplicate SoftAP Names - Scan and fix duplicate Scan Names - Scan
and fix duplicate SIP Names - Scan and fix duplicate SDP Names - Scan and fix duplicate WINS Names - Scan and fix duplicate SMB Names -
Scan and fix duplicate HID Names - Scan and fix duplicate SMBNames - Scan and fix duplicate VNC Names - Scan and fix duplicate MRU
Names - Scan and fix duplicate SNMP Names - Scan and fix duplicate PPP Names - Scan and fix duplicate ICMP Names - Scan and fix
duplicate SPI Names - Scan and fix duplicate LP Names - Scan and fix duplicate TCP Names - Scan and fix duplicate H.323 Names - Scan and
fix duplicate VXLAN Names - Scan and fix duplicate VF Names - Scan and fix duplicate MPLS Names - Scan and fix duplicate LLMNR
Names - 1d6a3396d6
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Clean up OFX, QFX and QBO files with ease. Convert bank credit line files to simple credit card files. Convert names to the proper case, swap
the payee and memo fields if your bank got it backwards by accident. Remove numeric words, words that are actually dates, repeated words,
common formatting characters, as well as eliminate anything else from names by writing it down. The app is not only light on system resources
usage, but also has a small memory footprint. Configure settings prior to the cleanup job. Simple and straightforward OFX cleaner. What's New
This version includes some major updates and fixes. Ratings Details If you use Quicken or QuickBooks to manage your financial transactions,
you might find OFX Cleaner handy. It's a tool designed to help you clean up OFX, QFX and QBO file contents, such as payee names.
Following a speedy setup operation that shouldn't give you any trouble, you can check out the user-friendly interface straight away. Clean up
OFX, QFX and QBO files with ease To get started, you can locate and select the OFX, QFX or QBO file you want to clean up, then select the
type of application you want to make it compatible with: Quicken, QuickBooks or something else. Before proceeding with the cleanup
operation, you can configure various settings. For instance, you can ask the tool to convert bank credit line files to simple credit card files.
Configure settings prior to the cleanup job When it comes to the payees, it can convert names to the proper case, swap the payee and memo
fields if your bank got it backwards by accident, remove numeric words, words that are actually dates, repeated words, common formatting
characters or all numeric characters, as well as eliminate anything else from names by writing it down. Some examples are shown here to give
you a helping hand. Once the cleanup task is over, you get a notification window that lets you know it was a success. Keep in mind that new
files are not created after the cleanup, so the original files are modified instead. Therefore, you might be interested in creating backups before
using this app. Simple and straightforward OFX cleaner Everything worked smoothly in our tests since OFX Cleaner behaved properly
throughout its runtime. It cleaned up OFX,

What's New In?

OFX Cleaner is a small, portable application that can scan and clean the OFX, QFX, and QBO file extensions. If you are using Microsoft
Outlook, it can also scan and clean its mail database. Key features: * Converts payee names in OFX, QFX, or QBO files to a single or multiple
line of text, as well as converts bank credit line files to simple credit card files * Removes words that have been used repeatedly, such as "and",
"the", "etc.", or similar cases * Changes payee names to the proper case, swaps the payee and memo fields if your bank got it backwards by
accident * Identifies payees that have three words in their names and replaces them with a single word * Detects extra spaces in address fields
and removes them * Locates and selects files * Displays the file contents in a details tabbed window * Displays file warnings and messages *
Displays OFX file options, which can help you clean the file * Removes extra words, characters, numbers, hyphens and other similar characters
in payee names * Supports several platforms (Win32 and 64-bit) * Can detect and convert date fields to numeric ones * Finds and removes
common formatting characters in address fields * Changes numeric words to a single word and converts them to a proper case * Detects
repeating words and replaces them with the first found * Allows to set a maximum file size * Displays warning messages if the original file
cannot be saved * Can detect and remove common formatting characters in address fields * Displays file options * Can detect and convert date
fields to numeric ones * Creates a backup copy of the original file before modifying it Requirements: * Windows (Win32 or 64-bit) Library
Manager Software - Business & Productivity Tools/Other Related Tools... The Library Manager Software will help you maintain your archive
file and also help you manage the folder hierarchy. It will help you maintain the date, title and author information of the documents as well as
providing the list of documents you have saved for easy retrieval.This is a handy tool for all libraries in your organization. This will help you to
organize the documents into categories and folders. All folders are listed in the Menu structure, that makes it easy for you to select the
documents as per the purpose. It will provide a summary of the document and helps you to sort the documents according to the date, date
modified, title and author. If you need to clean out a document or multiple documents from your archive files this tool can help you to do the
same. You can import documents into Library Manager Software. This tool is compatible with Windows versions: Windows 8, 7, Vista, and XP.
It is a one of the best freeware archiving software around.... 4. PROFILE -
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System Requirements For OFX Cleaner:

Supported OS: Microsoft Windows 7, 8.1, 10 Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo or equivalent Memory: 2 GB RAM Hard Drive: 8 GB free hard drive
space Video Card: Intel HD Graphics 4000 or equivalent DirectX: Version 11 Exclusive Download: This product is available for purchase
exclusively through Gamersgate. Minimum Specs: Windows 7 Processor: AMD Athlon II X2 250 or equivalent Memory: 1 GB RAM Hard
Drive
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